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Internal Coordinate Mechanics (ICM)
One of the advantages of the ICM-Pro desktop modeling package is related to the coordinate method and optimization procedure implemented in the software. We use Internal Coordinate Mechanics (ICM) whereby four types of internal variable are considered: bond lengths (\(b\)), bond angles (\(\omega\)), torsion angles (\(\phi\)) and phase dihedral angles (\(\phi\)) (Figure 1a). In normal conditions the bond lengths and planar angles are rigid and constant and only the torsion angle changes. This reduces the number of variables defining the conformation of the system compared to cartesians methods which have three variables (\(x, y,\) and \(z\)) per atom. Fewer variables improves the simulation convergence time at least 1000 fold without sacrificing accuracy\(^1\). A tree-like graph is imposed on all atoms as well as some virtual atoms which link to other molecules in other branches of the tree (Figure 1b). Further reduction of free variable space and system complexity in ICM can be achieved by effectively freezing IC variables in more rigid or less important parts of the model. When carefully applied and validated, such complexity reductions reduce
unnecessary noise in the modeling system and enable faster and more reproducible energy optimizations.

![Diagram of ICM](image)

**Figure 1** (a) The four types of internal variables in ICM. (b) The ICM tree depicting the geometry of two molecules using containing atoms, bonds and virtual atoms (dotted bonds). The image is adapted from 1.

**Global Energy Optimization**

Simulations are supported by an accurate internal coordinate force field and a very efficient conformational state sampling algorithm called Biased Probability Monte Carlo (BPMC) 2. Any subset of internal variables can undergo BPMC. The method consists of the following steps:

1. One or several system variables are changed randomly. This can include a positional Pseudo-Brownian random move or internal torsion modification.
2. A local energy gradient minimization is then undertaken.
3. The energy of the system is evaluated. If the energy $E_{\text{new}}$ is lower than $E_{\text{old}}$ then the new conformation is always accepted and used in the next iteration. If not, the new conformation is accepted with a probability given by:
   \[ P_{\text{acc}} = \exp\left[-\frac{(E_{\text{new}} - E_{\text{old}})}{kT}\right] \]
   Where $k$ is Boltzman’s constant and $T$ is the effective temperature of the simulation.
4. Return to Step 1.

The length of the simulation is based on adaptive heuristics which are based on the number of atoms in the molecules. Each random step is based on energy or statistical properties of conformational subspaces (e.g. $\phi$-$\varphi$ zones or torsion angles), the positions, sizes and preferences for high-probability zones were calculated for different residue types from representative structures from the PDB.
**Electrostatics**

Solvation is an important effect to consider when undertaking protein energy simulations. Many solvation methods are too computationally expensive to be used efficiently for protein simulation. MolSoft has developed a fast and accurate electrostatics method called REBEL (Rapid Exact-Boundary Electrostatics). The method solves the Poisson equation for a molecule without a grid and with exact positions of electric charges and is a powerful implementation of the boundary element method with analytical molecular surface as dielectric boundary. The energy calculated by this method consists of the intramolecular Coulomb energy and the solvation energy which can be analyzed separately.

![Figure 2](image.jpg)

*Figure 2* The REBEL feature calculates the electrostatic potential away from the surface of the graphics object and colors surface elements according to this potential from red to blue. The potential is calculated either by the REBEL boundary element solution of the Poisson equation, or, if option fast is specified, by a simple Coulomb formula. Used in conjunction with the electrostatic solvation component, REBEL allows you to determine the specific energy for binding. This includes determination of the electrostatic component of drug-receptor binding activity.

**ICM Force-Fields**

The ICMFF internal mechanics force field developed by MolSoft is used for protein modeling inside ICM. Other IC force fields such as ECEPP can also be used. The Merck Molecular Force Field is used for all small molecule chemical modeling.

ICMFF was parameterized using small molecule crystal data and quantum mechanics calculations and differs to the original ECEPP force field. The main differences include that the dielectric constant is parameterized to the condensed state rather than a vacuum, and there is an improved description of hydrogen bonds and backbone covalent geometry. ICMFF compares very well with other force-fields and it was tested on a challenging set of loop conformations (see Loop Modeling section).

**Homology Modeling**

ICM homology modeling requires an initial placement of the aligned polypeptide chain onto the template structure, the side-chain torsion angles are predicted by simultaneous global optimization of the energy for all non-identical residues. Methodology for conformational modeling of protein side chains and loops (see Loop Modeling section), relies on internal coordinate definition of the molecular object combined with computationally efficient Biased Probability Monte Carlo (BPMC) optimization.
An extended force field includes surface terms, electrostatics with the boundary element solution of the Poisson equation\(^3\), side chain entropy terms, and a fast algorithm for calculating molecular surfaces\(^8\). The quality of the resulting 3D model is assessed by a specialized ICM procedure, which also predicts possible backbone deviations between the homologues \(^9\). The modeling method has demonstrated excellent accuracy in blind predictions at the CASP2 competition\(^8\) and in several protein engineering applications\(^9,10\).

**GPCR Modeling**
In 2008, when the structure of the Adenosine receptor A2a G-Protein Coupled Receptor (GPCR) was solved in a complex with a drug, the crystallographers who solved the structure announced a challenge for all modelers to predict the binding interactions of the drug with the receptor. Two teams from Molsoft (using ICM-Pro + VLS), Katrich-Abagyan and Lam-Abagyan built the models that had the largest number of correct ligand-receptor interatomic contacts, 45 and 34 out of 70, respectively out of all participants. Moreover, both models were ranked number 1 in the set of submitted complexes\(^13,14\). Ruben Abagyan’s group at UCSD has organized subsequent GPCR modeling competition using ICM to evaluate the accuracy of the submitted models\(^15,16\). The modeling method has been successful in finding new ligands for Melanin Concentrating Hormone\(^17\), adenosine receptor agonists\(^18\) and antagonists\(^19\), beta-2 adrenergic receptor\(^20,21\).

**GPCR Modeling Using Experimental Restraints**
Although in recent years more atomic detail GPCRs has been published they still remain a challenging modeling target. This is particularly the case with Family B GPCRs where limited modeling templates are available. ICM has been used to build high quality models of Family B GPCRs using cysteine trapping\(^22\), photoaffinity labeling\(^23-25\) data. This experimental data can be used to incorporate distance restraints and tethers during the protein modeling procedure\(^24,26-28\).

**Loop Modeling**
Accurate loop modeling is important for high quality predictions of protein-protein and protein-drug interactions. ICM has a good track record in predicting the conformation of loop regions. As an example, ICM loop modeling was used to design two new 7 residue loops in a monomeric variant of the dimeric trypanosomal enzyme triose phosphate isomerase. In both cases the designs were successful. The predicted conformations turned out to be correct (accuracy of 0.5A RMSD) after the crystallographic structures of the designed proteins were determined in Rik Wierenga's lab\(^29\).
Recently, MolSoft developed a new physics-based internal coordinate mechanics force field (ICMFF) that was evaluated on a set of loops ranging from 4 to 13 residues in length. To the best of our knowledge the modeling results are the best reported for the benchmark used. The new force-field contains new parametrization for the dielectric constant, an improved hydrogen bond determination method, and implementation of novel backbone atom torsional potentials, which include bond angles of the carbon (alpha) atoms into the internal variable set. ICMFF and a solvent-accessible surface area solvation model was used to sample the loop using ICM BPMC. Average/median backbone root-mean-square deviations of the lowest energy conformations from the native structures were 0.25/0.21 Å for 4 residues, 0.84/0.46 Å for 8 residue loops, and 1.16/0.73 Å for 12 residue loops (Figure 3).

**Modeling Protein Flexibility**

Another modeling aspect that ICM addresses is the importance of taking into account ligand induced fit. MolSoft has been the leader in developing ligand guided modeling methods such as Alibero and the development of resources such as the Pocketome database. MolSoft has developed a suite of methods to tackle various protein flexibility problems:

- **Multiple Receptor Conformations** – this approach uses an ensemble of predicted (generated using ICM Biased Probability Monte Carlo) and/or experimental structures to represent the flexible nature of the binding pocket.

- **Fumigation** – this technique can generate a more “druggable” pocket by sampling the side-chains of the receptor in the presence of a repulsive density representing a generic ligand. As an example, this technique was used to discover small molecules disrupting the subunit interaction of the protein kinase CK2.

- **Normal Modes** – this method provides a spring-like representation of the pocket backbone atoms allowing a wide conformational space to be sampled. An all heavy atom ICM Elastic Network NM modeling approach was successfully used in the 2008 “blind” G-Protein Coupled Receptor (GPCR) modeling competition. The method yielded the best model in terms of ligand-receptor contacts for the Adenosine A2a receptor.
- **Ligand Guided Modeling** - this model uses a fully flexible seed ligand, which is known to bind to the receptor, docked to the protein and the pocket side-chain, and in some cases backbone atoms are sampled and optimized. This approach generates an ensemble of structures, which can be clustered and filtered down to a few selected conformations. The ability of the model to be able to discriminate binders from non-binders is then tested by screening a database of decoy ligands mixed with known binders \(^{17,40,41}\).

### Predicting the Effect of Mutation

MolSoft has developed methods to predict the effect of mutation on binding and stability (*publication in preparation*).

The binding free energy change, \(\Delta G_{bind}\), is computed as a difference between the free energy of mutant and wild type:

\[
\Delta G_{bind} = \Delta G_{bind}^{mut} - \Delta G_{bind}^{wt}, \quad \text{where}
\]

\[
\Delta G_{bind} = (E_{intra}^{comp} - E_{intra}^{parts}) + (\Delta G_{sol}^{comp} - \Delta G_{sol}^{parts})
\]

The energy is calculated for fixed backbone and all the side chains except those in the vicinity of the mutatable residue. BPMC simulations are carried out to relieve possible atomic clashes created as a result of mutations to larger amino acid residues. "Scan Protein Interface" option allows to mutate all residues (one by one) of the Interacting Part in close contact with the second part of the complex.

The free energy change in protein stability is computed as follows:

\[
\Delta \Delta G = \Delta G_{mutant} - \Delta G_{wt}
\]

\[
\Delta G = \Delta G_{folded} - \Delta G_{unfolded}
\]

The free energy of the unfolded and misfolded states is approximated by a sum of the residue-specific energies. The residue-specific energies were derived empirically using a large set of experimental data. Mutation of a given residue is followed by BPMC simulations with flexible side chains for the mutated residue and its neighboring residues. The rest of the protein structure is considered rigid.
Protein-Protein Docking

The ICM protein-protein docking methodology uses a pseudo-Brownian method\(^1\) with a biased probability global optimization (BPMC\(^30\)) procedure in the ICM or ECEPP\(^5\) force field. In 1994, the first application of the method was reported resulting in a detailed \textit{ab initio} prediction of lysozyme antibody to within 1.6 Å of the crystal structure\(^42\). The top energy docked pose had considerably lower energy (by 20 kcal mol\(^{-1}\)) than any other solution. Following this success MolSoft competed in a blind protein-protein docking prediction contest with similar good results although the speed of the calculations were becoming a hindrance to larger systems\(^43\). To speed up the calculations grid potential maps were introduced for the receptor (or larger binding partner), the resulting complexes were then refined and scored\(^44\). In 2003 and 2005 ICM performed very well in the CAPRI Protein-Protein docking competitions\(^45\), a new scoring method incorporating Accessible Surface Area solvation parameters improved the ranking of the docked complexes (Figure 4).

Prediction of Protein-Protein Interface Sites

To help focus the protein-protein docking to a specific patch on the surface of the receptor and/or ligand a method called Optimal Docking Areas (ODA) has been developed (Figure 4). The method identifies optimal surface patches with the lowest docking desolvation energy values as calculated by atomic solvation parameters (ASP) derived from octanol/water transfer experiments and adjusted for protein-protein docking. The predictor has been benchmarked on 66 non-homologous unbound structures, and the identified interactions points (top 10 ODA hot-spots) are correctly located in 70% of the cases (80% if we disregard NMR structures).

The ODA method correctly predicted Fab-lysozyme interface (PDB 1MLC). Figure 4 shows the surface points around the unbound antibody colored according to the energy values of their respective ODAs and the size of the ODA points is proportional to their energy values. The surface of the unbound molecule is represented in white and known interface residues (i.e. residues within 5 Å from any non-hydrogen atom of a protein partner in a known complex) are shown in green.
Case Study: Structure-Guided Design of HIV-1 Immunogens.

MolSoft was funded by the Gates Foundation to work on modeling the V3 Loop which is a conserved structure of gp120 that can induce broadly neutralizing antibodies against HIV-1$^{46-50}$.

Two (short and full length) V3-scaffold immunogen constructs (V3-CTB) were designed using 3D structures of cholera toxin B subunit (CTB), complete V3 in the gp120 context, and V3 bound to a monoclonal antibody (mAb) (Figure 5). Both short and full length were recognized by a large majority of 24 mAbs in the screening panel. The immunogens were evaluated in rabbits using DNA-prime/protein-boost protocol. Boosting with the full-length V3-CTB induced high anti-V3 titers in sera that potently neutralize multiple HIV virus strains.

Case Study: Modeling Protein-Protein Interaction Sites.

Here we describe results from collaboration between Prof. Ruben Abagyan (UCSD, MolSoft co-founder) and Prof. Stephen Tomlinson (Medical University, South Carolina).

CD59 is a glycoprotein that inhibits the formation of the Membrane Attack Complex (MAC) of complement host cells. Using a combination of ICM modeling and mutagenesis experiments, the active site of CD59 was mapped. The site was found to be located next to a hydrophobic groove on the face of the molecule. The model was used to design mutations that can improve CD59 inhibitory activity$^{51}$ and identify the functionally important residues that helped in understanding the reasons for species selectivity$^{52}$. The residues responsible for species selective function were mapped to a region between residues number 40 and 66.

To identify the individual residues involved in human CD59 species selective function, a model of rat CD59 was built and the location and distribution of non-conserved surface patches within the region 40-66 were analyzed. The key residues were identified to be 47, 51, and 55, which are located on a short single helix of CD59$^{53}$. This patch was further refined using NMR models and optimized in ICM$^{54}$. A short peptide spanning this region was shown to inhibit binding of human of CD59. Further modeling of the structure revealed a potential small molecule binding pocket, which was favorable for the development of small molecule antagonists of CD59-mediated complement inhibition.

Self-assembly of complement proteins C5b, C6, C7, C8, and from 1 to 18 molecules of C9 forms MAC. CD59 binds to C8, which subsequently binds to C9. ICM was used to predict the interactions between C9
and CD59. ICM modeling identified a “closed” and “open” pocket, and ICM-Docking was used to predict the interactions.

Case Study: Modeling of GPCR Agonist Conformation.

![ICM Modeling Prediction](image)

Figure 6 An ICM model accurately predicted the key structural changes in the agonist GPCR ligand binding pocket, this was confirmed one year later when the crystal structure was published.

GPCR agonist molecules can induce structural changes in the transmembrane region of the receptor. Modeling these changes is important for agonist design and understanding GPCR biology and drug action. In 2009, the agonist models of Beta 2 Adrenergic receptor and Adenosine A2A generated with ICM were published and in 2010 the crystal structure was published. A comparison between the ICM models and the atomic crystal structure showed that the binding pose of the agonist differed by only 0.8 Å (adrenergic) and 1.7 Å (adenosine) (Figure 6). The models predicted key side-chain rotations and transmembrane helical shifts in the pocket which determined full, partial or inverse agonism.
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